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SCENARIO-BASED WORKSHOP 
AFTERNOON: 26 JUNE 2018

CONDUCTING A MASS-RESCUE OPERATION IN AN EXTREME 
WEATHER ENVIRONMENT

Workshop Concept
This scenario-based workshop will explore an effective approach 
to conducting mass-rescue operations in an austere maritime 
environment. For SAR practitioners operating and responsible for 
Search and Regions in the Arctic, the rise in maritime adventure 
tourism may place considerable strain on local resources. 
Onshore and air/marine resources would be challenged during 
the initial Rescue Response Phase and later during Casualty 
Management.

With poor communication, vast distances between populated 
areas and scarce infrastructure, what would the coordinated 
international SAR response look like? How can these challenges 
be overcome to ensure that, should a tourist vessel be in distress, 
the international rescue effort is targeted, rapid and of sufficient 
scale?

The Scenario
A tourist vessel carrying 120 passengers and crew is on a voyage, 
North of the Arctic Circle with an area of ice infested waters close 
by. The vessel finds itself in distress and immediately activates the 
onboard EPIRB.

The distress signal is picked up by a MRCC/JRCC which 
immediately starts to coordinate a response with local, national 
and international assets. Various agencies and SAR partners are 
also engaged to assist with the rescue operation.

Key Questions
•  How can a rescue mission at scale respond rapidly enough to

prevent loss of life in cold water?
•  How can situational awareness be improved in the most remote

maritime environments, in order to minimise delay in response?
•  How can data supporting the rescue mission be coordinated so

that the approach of all participating personnel is optimised?

By Attending this Workshop, you will:
•  Understand how data can be leveraged to maximise early

warning and rate of response
•  Explore opportunities for improving situational awareness in

regions where satellite coverage and communications are 
lacking

•  Establish how platforms deploying to a mass-rescue mission
need to be upgraded to support multiple casualties

•  Identify the training requirements of practitioners responding to
mass-rescue operations

About your Workshop Leader
Adam Erland specialises in the field of Emergency Response 
Management. During his 35 years with the Canadian Coast 
Guard he has worked in maritime operations such as search 
and rescue, navigational waterway design, vessel traffic 
regulation, coast radio communication and adult training 
in emergency response. Adam has experience as a first 
responder, managing Joint Rescue Coordination Centers 
and has trained marine personnel and enforcement agencies 
in Fast Rescue Craft operations and on 
scene resource management. Presently, 
he volunteers with the Canadian Coast 
Guard Auxiliary as their Training and 
Operations Advisor and is the principle 
contractor for Frontier Emergency 
Management Solutions. 

Workshop Agenda

12:00 ARRIVAL AND REGISTRATION

13:00 OPENING REMARKS: Workshop goals

13:15  SESSION 1: Introducing the Scenario – Setting 
the parameters of SAR in the Arctic

14:00 ROUNDTABLE ACTIVITIES

 Roundtable 1: Fusing data sources to complete 
the operational picture

 Roundtable 2: Using aircraft to support a rapid 
response

 Roundtable 3: Coordinating the approach from 
the mission control centre

15:00 COFFEE AND NETWORKING

15:30  SUMMATIVE SESSION: Establishing the end-to-
end approach to emergency response

16:15 CLOSING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

16:45 CLOSE OF SESSION
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08:00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

08:50 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

ADAPTING TO FACE A CHALLENGING OPERATING 
ENVIRONMENT

09:00  MORNING KEYNOTE: COORDINATING SEARCH AND 
RESCUE OPERATIONS AT THE NATIONAL INTER-
AGENCY LEVEL
•  Preparing for and coordinating rescue operations in Greenland

during the extreme weather events of 2017, overcoming
limitations to available resources by collaborating at a national
level

•  Developing strategy and readiness to support rescue in an
austere weather operating environment

•  Delivering a rescue strategy which is appropriate to confront a
range of national emergencies, both on land and in a maritime
environment

Mr Per Jensen, Chief of Staff, National Joint Staff, 
Danish National Police

09:40  THE APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN SAR
•  UKSAR Overview
• Commercial versus Military
• Current Technologies
• Risk Identification and Reduction
• Future Technological Applications
• Capability Integration
Russell Torbet, Director, UK Search and Rescue, Bristow 
Helicopters

10:10  SAR CHALLENGES IN REMOTE LOCATIONS – THE 
UK OVERSEAS TERRITORIES SAR CAPABILITY 
PROJECT
•  SAR challenges in small communities and remote locations –

common themes, risks and threat
•  Delivering a highly-responsive and effective SAR capability in

austere domains with limited resources
•  Defining the direction of the UK’s future overseas SAR capability

– Cross OT and regional cooperation with government
organisations and industry partners 

 Mr Rob Priestly, International Projects Coordinator, UK Maritime 
and Coastguard Agency

10:50 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

11:20 NORWEGIAN SAR – A JOINT AND INTEGRATED 
 SERVICE

•  Authority – key to effectiveness
•  How does a joint integrated service influence cost

effectiveness?
•  The integration of volunteers in a professional setting
Mr Staale Jamtli, Chief Operations Officer, JRCC Southern 
Norway

12:00  TECHNICAL GAPS IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
SEARCH AND RESCUE PLANNING
•  Disparity of position reporting equipment for Search and

Rescue. Ensuring SAR Mission Coordinators know where
an event is taking place and are able to direct resources for
rescue.

•  Flight Management System generation of Search Patterns.
Enabling SAR Mission Coordinators to have confidence in
evaluating Search patterns flown by Aviation resources.

•  Detection and Identification of the SAR Object Library by “new”
technology.  Allowing SAR Planners to efficiently and quickly
search areas based on Search Resource Unit equipment.

•  Standards for MCC and State Beacon Databases.  Reducing
time to complete documentation and feedback on beacon
effectiveness

Mr Kenneth Moser, SAR Policy Chief, US Coast Guard HQ

12:30 NETWORKING LUNCH

OPTIMISING TRAINING TO SUPPORT A RAPID AND 
EFFICIENT RESPONSE TO EMERGENCY

14:00  THE TRUE VALUE OF TECHNICAL TRAINING IN A 
WORLD WHERE IT IS UNDERVALUED
•  Why is training so valuable and how can we make it better for

our people and our organisation?
•  Establishing an appropriate balance between live and virtual

training. To what extent can simulated solutions support
technical training for crews and first responders?

•  How the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency collaborate with
other agencies to deliver technical training for its SAR operators
and how this could benefit your organisation?

 Mr Pete Rollason, Head of Technical Training, UK Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency

14:40  A NON-MARITIME CASE STUDY: WHERE DO 
PLATFORMS AND TRAINING FALL SHORT?
•  The Austrian Air Force’s experience of preparing for mountain

search and rescue. Developing a training facility that delivers
specialist training for operations in mountainous environments,
and applying those lessons to a broader approach to SAR
training

•  The search for a small rotary platform that can operate close to
terrain without the blowback of a larger helicopter

•  To what extent can simulated training support the live training
exercises of the Air Force, and where do currently available
simulations fall short?

 Colonel Bruno Kuehberger, Chief Flight Safety and Chief 
MilRCC and Pilots Training, Austrian Joint Forces, Air Staff

15:20 AFTERNOON COFFE AND NETWORKING

15:50  SUPPORTING TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR 
SAR OPERATIONS IN A REMOTE MOUNTAIN 
ENVIRONMENT
•  Ensuring that personnel are equipped to operate alongside,

on-board and immediately beneath the helicopter in an austere
mountain environment

•  Collaborating with a commercial partner to replicate the
operational environment in a live training scenario

•  Training the multi-role responder to deliver technical rescue and
casualty care when airborne MEDEVAC is unable to reach the
scene quickly

•  Gap-filing when capabilities are absent. Training practitioners to
optimise the search for casualties when situational awareness
tools are limited or unavailable

 Mr Al Read, National Training Officer, Mountain Rescue England 
and Wales

16:30  PANEL DISCUSSION: ADAPTING THE APPROACH 
TO TECHNICAL TRAINING TO CONSIDER 
OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
INNOVATION
•  What are the prospects of standardising a multi-agency,

commercially-supported approach to training for operations in
the mountain and maritime environments?

•  What are the limitations of simulated technology when it comes
to training pilots and crews? To what extent is VR an adequate
substitute for live exercise?

•  Identifying an approach to training which takes account of the
remote operating environment. Sustaining an effective search
capability when resources – particularly communications – are
limited

Colonel Bruno Kuehberger, Chief Flight Safety and Chief  
MilRCC and Pilots Training, Austrian Joint Forces, Air Staff

 Mr Al Read, National Training Officer, Mountain Rescue England 
and Wales

17:10 CLOSE OF CONFERENCE DAY ONE

CONFERENCE DAY ONE: 27 JUNE 2018

PANEL 
DISCUSSION
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08:00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

09:00 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

09:10  A DANISH APPROACH TO SEARCH AND RESCUE IN 
THE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
•  Understanding the complex environment in which Denmark’s

Arctic SAR operations take place, and identifying an
appropriate approach to maritime platform development

•  Overcoming the  connectivity and the real-time data challenge
related to situational awareness challenge in an area

•  Maintaining sufficient Arctic people skills and expertise
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Nils Wang, Director, Naval Team Denmark 
Former Commander, Royal Danish Defence College 

09:50  DEVELOPING REGIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE 
INITIATIVES
•  Serbia’s experience of collaborating with regional search and

rescue initiatives
•  Improving the level of coordination between operational

partners to enhance SAR mission delivery
•  Utilising airborne assets to support effective rescue
 Mr Nikola Sarancic, Head of RCC, Civil Aviation Directorate of 
the Republic of Serbia

10:30 LEVERAGING A MULTI-NATIONAL APPROACH TO 
SEARCH AND RESCUE TO IMPROVE AREA 
COVERAGE AND RATE OF RESPONSE
•  Supporting SAR cooperation between 11 states via the

establishment of a Regional Aeronautical Search and Rescue
Advisory Committee, and increasing regional compliance with
international SAR regulation

•  Finding opportunities to increase interoperability and asset-
sharing between participating nations. Training together to
deliver a standardised approach to emergency response

•  Developing an understanding of regional capabilities to promote
an effective development strategy

Mr Karel Nemec, Head of RCC, Search and Rescue Service, 
Slovak Republic

11:10 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

11:40  OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, HM 
COASTGUARD’S APPROACH TO SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
•  Sustaining the data flow on maritime SAR operations. Ensuring

information reaches the rescue team on time to support
location and rapid rescue

•  Coordinating information on a multi-agency operation. Linking
up the information systems of multiple platforms and partners

•  Implementing effective safety risk controls to support
operational delivery for UK crews

Christian Flux, Coastguard Operational Information Manager, 
UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency

12:20  UPDATING CAPE VERDE’S APPROACH TO SEARCH 
AND RESCUE MISSION PLANNING
•  Deploying the Coast Guard cutter to support regional

operations. Developing multi-role assets which can support
search and rescue as well as maritime security

•  Acquiring mission planning software to improve the Coast
Guard’s deployment of personnel and platforms

•  Establishing international partnerships to improve the delivery of
search and rescue training

 Lieutenant Commander Silvino Chantre, SAR National Mission 
Coordinator, Cape Verde Coast Guard

13:00 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:00 A DATA-LED APPROACH TO SEARCH AND RESCUE
•  Creating an effective intelligence picture which can support

mission planning and delivery, even in remote environments
•  The Rescue Global experience of managing information in the

aftermath of emergency. Transmitting key data to operators on
the ground

•  Sustaining communication across multiple systems, processes
and agencies. Avoiding gaps in connectivity

Ms. Hannah Pathak, Deputy CEO, Rescue Global

14:40 TRAINING AND PREPARING FOR MASS-CASUALTY 
 OPERATIONS

•  Updating the training approach to support readiness for a
diverse mission brief. Identifying the demands of a large-scale
rescue

•  Coordinating the resources of multiple agencies to support
mass-rescue scenarios. Improving area coverage to promote
rapid response, even in remote environments

•  Establishing a blended approach to live and simulated training
to ensure high readiness

Mr Adam Erland, Training and Operations Advisor, Canadian 
Coast Guard Auxiliary Maritimes

15:20  TRAINING AND RESPONDING TO MASS-RESCUE 
SCENARIOS IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN
•  Equipping volunteers to respond to mass-rescue scenarios.

Altering the mission plan to accommodate for a high number of
casualties

•  Coordinating with regional organisations to deliver a critical
supporting role in the Mediterranean. Integrating alongside
coast guard resources to provide specialist skills and
equipment

•  Training for the complex mission without reducing readiness for
routine operations

Confirmed Representative, Training Directorate, Hellenic 
Rescue Team

16:00 AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING

16:30  A CASE STUDY ON SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: 
SUPPORTING THE RESPONSE TO COMPLEX 
EMERGENCIES IN REMOTE MARITIME 
ENVIRONMENTS
•  Exploring the Arctic Domain’s Awareness Centre’s project on

oil spills in a remote Arctic environment. Maximising domain
awareness when manned assets are scarce and unable to
respond rapidly

•  Focusing on situational awareness to support a more effective
search function. Leveraging unmanned systems and other
remote data sources to improve prediction and awareness of
emergency

•  How can an enhanced situational picture feed into a rapid and
coordinated response to a complex emergency?

Major General (Retd.) Randy Church Kee, Executive Director, 
Arctic Domain Awareness Centre, University of Alaska

17:10  CONCLUDING PANEL DISCUSSION: COORDINATING 
MULTI-AGENCY SEARCH AND RESCUE TO 
SUPPORT THE APPROACH TO A CHALLENGING 
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
 This concluding panel discussion will acknowledge the diverse 
mission brief which global SAR operations are expected to 
confront, and the challenges of coordinating the mission to 
support it. The demands of specialised operations, mass-
rescue, illegal migration and Arctic tourism have stretched 
limited resources thinly, and national agencies are now required 
to collaborate effectively on training, international exercises and 
information-sharing
•  Centralising command and control for the joint-level operation.

Coordinating the response among multiple agencies and
systems

•  Increasing the rate of response by leveraging the resources of
multiple SAR actors

•  How can existing technologies support a surface picture which
matches the diversity of the threat?

•  Overcoming barriers to information-sharing through a
coordinated SAR strategy

Ms. Hannah Pathak, Deputy CEO, Rescue Global

Rear Admiral (Retd.) Nils Wang, Director, Naval Team 
Denmark

17:50 CLOSE OF CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE DAY TWO: 28 JUNE 2018

PANEL 
DISCUSSION
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